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XIII  Troubleshooting 

The	following	pages	contain	troubleshooting	charts	for	use	in	diagnosing	control	problems.	To	use	these	charts,	go	to	
the	box		marked	“Start”	at	the	top	of	the	chart	on	page	34	or	36	and	follow	the	appropriate	path	though	the	chart	until	a	
box	with	a	list	of	possible	causes	is	reached.	If	the	problem	is	known	to	be	within	the	ignition	system,	go	directly	to	the	
appropriate	troubleshooting	guide	for	the	boiler.		In	using	these	charts,	the	following	should	be	kept	in	mind:

1)	 These	charts	are	only	meant	to	be	used	by	a	professional	heating	technician	as	an	aid	in	diagnosing	control	prob-
lems.			

2)	 Where	applicable,	follow	all	precautions	outlined	in	the	appropriate	lighting	instructions	on	pages	28-29.

3)	 In	general,	these	charts	assume	that	there	are	no	loose	or	miswired	electrical	connections.	Before	using	these	
charts,	inspect	all	electrical	connections	on	the	boiler	to	make	sure	that	they	are	tight.	Also,	check	the	wiring	on	the	
boiler	against	the	appropriate	wiring	diagram	in	Figures	18	-	19.

4)	 The	possible	causes	at	the	end	of	each	branch	in	these	charts	are	not	listed	in	order	of	likelihood.	All	controls	on	
the	CWI	are	tested	at	least	once	in	the	manufacturing	process	and	a	defective	control	or	component	is	generally	the	
least	likely	cause.	Before	replacing	a	component,	try	to	rule	out	all	other	possible	causes.

5)	 These	troubleshooting	charts	assume	that	the	vent	damper	is	closed	at	the	beginning	of	the	troubleshooting	process.	
With	the	120	volts	applied	to	the	boiler	and	no	call	for	heat,	the	damper	should	go	to	the	closed	position.	If	it	does	
not,	do	the	following:

•	 Confirm	that	120	volts	is	applied	to	the	boiler	and	that	there	is	no	call	for	heat.
•	 Make	sure	that	the	switch	on	the	damper	is	in	the	“automatic”	position.
•	 Unplug	the	harness	from	the	damper	and	check	for	24	volts	across	pin	#1	(blue)	and	pin	#4	(yellow).
•	 If	voltage	is	present,	the	damper	is	defective	or	there	is	an	obstruction	in	the	path	of	the	damper	blade.	
•	 If	no	voltage	is	present,	there	is	either	a	loose	connection	in	the	damper	harness	or	the	limit	control	(L8148E	

or	L8124E)	is	defective.		

6)	 If	the	charts	indicate	that	the	L8148E	or	L8124E	is	defective,	do	the	following	before	replacing	it:

•	 Check	for	24	volts	across	TV	and	Z.	If	no	voltage	is	present,	the	transformer	in	the	L8148E	or	L8124E	is	
defective.	It	is	possible	that	this	transformer	has	been	destroyed	by	a	short	circuit	in	the	boiler	wiring.	Before	
replacing	the	control,	carefully	inspect	all	low	voltage	wiring	on	the	boiler	for	places	where	it	is	touching	the	
frame	of	the	boiler	or	wiring	on	the	other	side	of	the	transformer.

•	 If	24	volts	is	present	across	TV	and	Z,	check	for	24	volts	between	T	and	W.	On	L8148Es,	if	no	voltage	is	
present,	make	sure	that	the	brass	jumper	is	present	between	W	and	Z	and	that	the	screws	holding	this	jumper	
in	place	are	both	tight.	If	the	boiler	is	equipped	with	a	L8124E,	voltage	will	only	be	present	across	T	and	W 
when	there	is	a	call	for	heat	AND	the	boiler	water	temperature	high	enough	to	satisfy	the	low	limit.			

•	 If	not	already	done,	temporarily	replace	the	thermostat	across	TV	and	T	with	a	jumper.	If	the	boiler	fires	when	
this	is	done,	there	is	a	problem	with	the	thermostat	or	zone	wiring.

•	 If	24	volts	is	present	across	T	and	W	and	the	relay	in	the	L8148E	or	L8124E	does	not	pull	in,	the	relay	in	this	
control	is	probably	defective.	Inspect	the	coil	of	this	relay	for	visible	heat	damage.	If	such	damage	is	found,	
there	is	a	good	chance	that	a	second	transformer	is	present	in	the	thermostat	or	zone	valve	circuit,	resulting	in	
the	application	of	48	volts	across	the	relay	coil.	In	older	buildings,	this	transformer	may	be	hidden	in	a	loca-
tion	far	from	the	boiler.	If	this	second	transformer	exists,	it	must	be	found	and	removed	before	the	L8148E	or	
L8124E	is	replaced.   

7)	When	checking	voltage	across	damper	harness	pins,	be	careful	not	to	insert	the	meter	probes	into	the	pins.	Doing	so	
may	damage	the	pin,	resulting	in	a	loose	connection	when	the	harness	is	reconnected.					
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troubleshooting Chart for CWI Boilers Without tankless Heaters
Caution: Read page 33 before attempting to use this chart    

Thermostat 
calls for heat

Circulator 
start?

120 volts 
at l1&l2?

120 volts at 
C1&C2?

N

N
*Power off

*Blown fuse or 
tripped breaker

*Miswired or      
loose electrical 
connection in  
120V line

Remove t'stat or 
zone valve end 
switch wires from 
t&tV terminals on 
L8148E.  Install 
temporary jumper 
across terminals t
and tV.

Does 
circulator 
run now?

*Defective 
L8148E-see 
Note 6 on page 
33.

*Loose connection in t'stat or 
zone valve end switch wiring

*Defective t'stat or zone valve 
end switch

*T'stat or zone system 
miswired-consult  t'stat or 
zone valve manufacturer's 
instructions

Vent 
damper 
open?

24 volts
across B and r
(limit switch) in 

L8148E ?

*Boiler off on 
 limit

*Defective 
 high limit.

24 volts 
between pins

1&4 (blue&yellow)and 
2&4 (orange&yellow) on 
damper end of damper 

harness? See 
Note 7 on page 33.

* Loose 
connection 
between 
damper 
harness and 
L8148E

*Defective 
damper 
harness.

* Defective 
L8148E

*Obstruction in 
path of damper 
blade 

*Defective 
damper motor

*Loose 
connection 
between damper 
harness and 
damper

Y

Start

24 volts 
across 
t&tV?

120 volts 
across 

terminals at 
circulator?

*Seized or 
defective 
circulator

*Bad electrical 
connection 
between C1 or 
C2 and 
circulator

N

     Y

       N

Y

N

Y

      Y

Y

    N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Boiler  
Equipped 

With 
Damper?
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Main 
burners 
light?

24 volts 
across 

B1&B2?

Refer to ignition system 
troubleshooting chart 
(page 38).

*Defective damper

*Defective L8148E

*Defective damper 
harness

*Loose damper 
harness connection

*Obstruction in path 
of damper blade24 volts across 

standing pilot gas 
valve terminals or 
terminals 5&6 on 
S8600 module?

24 volts 
across spill 

switch?

*Chimney blockage

*Chimney system not 
constructed in accordance
with Parts 7 and 10 of 
National Fuel Gas Code.

*Down draft

*Inadequate combustion air 
supply in boiler room

Y

N

N

Y

Y

24 volts 
across 
rollout 
switch?

*Loose electrical 
connection in 24 
volt wiring  
between B1 or B2
and gas valve or 
module

*Rollout switch open.  
Replace with exact 
replacement (see parts 
list).  Check for blocked 
heat exchanger.

Y

      N

      N

Y

N

Do burner and 
circulator shut 
down at end of 
call for heat?

END

Pull wire off of t
terminal on 

aquastat.  Does 
boiler shut down?

*T'stat or
zone valve 
wiring calling 
for heat

*T'stat wires 
 shorted

*Internal boiler 
wiring 
problem, 
consult Crown 
representative

Do burners
shut down before 

gage temp 
exceeds high limit 

setting +15F?

*Defective 
L8148A

*Sensing bulb not
bottomed out in
well

N

Y Y

N
N

Y
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troubleshooting Chart for CWI Boilers Equipped with tankless Heaters and Dampers
Caution: Read page 33 before attempting to use this chart    

No call for heat, 
boiler water 

temp. at least 
20F below low 

limit setting 

*Power off

*Blown fuse or 
tripped breaker

*Miswired or      
loose electrical 
connection in  
120V line

Vent 
damper 
open?

24 volts
across B1and

tV on L8124E ?

*Boiler water 
temp above 
low limit 
setting

*Defective 
 L8124E

24 volts 
between pins

1&4 (blue&yellow)and 
2&4 (orange&yellow) on 
damper end of damper 

harness? See 
Note 7 on page 33.

* Loose 
connection 
between 
damper 
harness and 
L8124E

*Defective 
damper 
harness.

*Obstruction in 
path of damper 
blade 

*Defective 
damper motor

*Loose connection 
between damper 
harness and 
damper

Main 
burners 
light?

24 volts across 
gray wire on 
rollout switch 

and B2?

Y

Refer to ignition 
system 
troubleshooting 
chart (page 38).

Start

*Defective damper

*Defective damper 
harness

*Loose damper 
harness connection

*Obstruction in path 
of damper blade

24 volts across 
standing pilot gas 
valve terminals or 
terminals 5&6 on 
S8600 module?

24 volts 
across spill 

switch?

*Chimney blockage

*Chimney system not 
constructed in accordance
with Parts 7 and 10 of 
National Fuel Gas Code.

*Down draft

*Inadequate combustion air 
supply in boiler room

Y

N

N

Y

Y

24 volts 
across 
rollout 
switch?

*Loose electrical 
connection in 24 
volt wiring  
between rollout 
switch or B2 and 
gas valve or 
module

*Rollout switch open.  
Replace with exact 
replacement (see parts 
list).  Check for blocked 
heat exchanger.

Y

      N

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

Allow boiler water 
temperature to 

reach low limit + 
differential setting. 
Initiate call for heat 

24 volts 
across tV

and Z?

120 volts 
across l1 & 

l2?

N

* Defective 
transformer in 
L8124E         

Y
Y

N

N

24 volts 
across tV

& Z?

* Defective 
L8124E

Y N
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Circulator 
start?

120 volts at 
C1&C2?

N

Remove t'stat or 
zone valve end 
switch wires from 
t&tV terminals on 
L8124E.  Install 
temporary jumper 
across terminals t
and tV.

Does 
circulator 
run now?

*Defective 
L8124E-see 
Note 6 on page 
33.

* Boiler water 
temperature 
has dropped 
below low limit 
setting

*Loose connection in t'stat or 
zone valve end switch wiring

*Defective t'stat or zone 
component

*T'stat or zone system 
miswired-consult  t'stat or 
zone valve manufacturer's 
instructions

      N

Do burner and 
circulator shut 
down at end of 
call for heat?

END

Pull wire off of t
terminal on 

aquastat.  Does 
boiler shut down?

*T'stat or
zone valve 
wiring calling 
for heat

*T'stat wires 
 shorted

* Boiler water 
temperature 
has dropped 
below low limit 
setting

*Internal boiler 
wiring 
problem, 
consult Crown 
representative

*Defective 
L8124E

*Sensing bulb not
bottomed out in
well

*Seized or 
defective 
circulator

*Bad electrical 
connection 
between C1 or 
C2 and 
circulator

     Y

       N

Y

N

Y
N

Y
Y Y

NN

Y

Y

N Main 
burners 
light?

*Boiler water 
temperature 
exceeds high limit 
setting

* Defective 
L8124E

Y

N

24 volts 
across 
t&tV?

120 volts 
across 

terminals at 
circulator?

Do burners
shut down before 

gage temp 
exceeds high limit 

setting +15F?
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Spark 
across 

ignitor/sensor 
gap?

Y

Can you 
hear 

sparking?

* Defective 
ignition 
module

* Break in 
spark cable 
insulation

* Break in pilot 
porcelain

* Incorrect 
pilot spark gap

* Loose 
connection in 
spark cable

* Loose 
ground
connection

N

Pilot 
lights?

Y

NN

* Defective 
ignition 
module

24 volts 
across PV &

MV/PV at gas 
valve?

* Defective EI 
wiring 

harness.

N

* Loose connection 
in ignition cable or 
ground wire

* Pilot electrode 
porcelain cracked

* Pilot flame not 
covering gap 
between electrode 
and grounding 
strap

* Low gas pressure 
at gas valve inlet

* Defective ignition 
module

Main 
burner
lights?

N

Y

24VAC 
across 

terminals MV 
& MV/PV on 

module?

Y

N

N

* Defective 
ignition
module

 24 volts 
between MV &
MV/PV on gas 

valve?

* Defective 
gas valve

*Defective EI 
harness

END

Start
(24 volts is present across 24V and 24V (GND) on 

ignition module but main burners do not light)

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

* Low line pressure

* Plugged, kinked or leaking 
pilot tubing

* Plugged pilot orifice

* Gas line not purged of air

* Defective pilot assembly

* Defective gas valve

Does 
spark stop 
when pilot 

lights?

24 volts 
across 

terminals PV
& MV/PV at 

module?

Intermittent Ignition System troubleshooting Chart

Caution: Read page 33 before 
attempting to use this chart


